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Time: 1230-1400hrs  

Location: SMU SIS MR 4-7  

Attended By: Anthony, Tommy, Crys, Hui Shia, Hector, Wei Chong, Mr. Billy Shum 

Absent with Apologies: Hector  

 

No Agenda: Action By: 

1 Update on Team’s progress 

 Prototype design review 

 Acceptance Slides structure 

 Market research 

Hui Shia 

2.  Feedback 

 Follow up with an email to Jennifer 

 Give her the wordings for acceptance to prevent misrepresentation 

 Do a preliminary research for technical integration with EventClique 

 This is to prevent our FYP from being all fluff and no stuff 

 Do the research/preparation now, coding work later 

 Shows people we actually did the research instead of just putting 
things on paper 

 Phase 1 of FYP only meets half of Eventclique’s needs 

 Phase 2 of FYP meets the other half, which is the ticketing 

Billy 

 Market Research 

 Add the % numbers on the pie chart 

 As a VC, he’d want to see the questions asked for marketing research 

 Show Microsoft outlook is usually used in corporate context, not very 
applicable among youngsters 

 Comparison not very clear, separate our app from their app 

 Swop Upto with Schedulous 

 Make it clearer an explain the keywords/jargons upfront, else we will lose 
the audience 

 Validate some of the things we say can’t be done 

 Upto’s event is actually very similar to Facebook implementation, can do a 
side-by-side comparison to show similarities/differences 

 Categorize google/scheduleonce, doodle, facebook/upto 

 Vendor: Beside the research that shows there is a real need, we have a 
partner that does F1 ticketing that is interested 

 Show top 5 features users want 

 Intro project objective before market survey, a short one maybe even 
before intro to get the audience in the same page 

 Tell them what is the problem we faced 

 

Prepared by: Anthony 

Vetted by: Crys 


